CHANGING TO VEHICLE MODE

1. CLICK!
2. CLICK!
3. CLICK!

CHANGING TO ROBOT MODE

Crash to jump!

Retain instructions for future reference.

A1634 Asst.
Product and colors may vary.
Some poses may require additional support.
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CLICK!
FIST BEATS SWORD
SWORD BEATS BLASTER
HIGHEST ATTACK STRENGTH WINS

ATTACK
STRENGTH
BLASTER
BEATS FIST
IN CASE OF A TIE:
WAYS TO WIN
BLASTER BEATS FIST
FIST BEATS SWORD
SWORD BEATS BLASTER

NOTE: If neither figure converts, crash again!

BLASTERSWORD FIST
(Each sold separately.)

Master the Basic Battle, then try these tricks!

1. Crash and jump over your opponent to land on your feet!

BASIC BOT SHOTS™ BATTLE:

Choose Your Power!

1. Crash Into Battle!

2. Beat Your Opponent!

(Each sold separately.)